
Photo Quality Ink Jet Papers

Places to Buy Ink Jet Paper



§ Characteristics to consider when comparing different 
papers
§ Weight and thickness
§ Texture type
§ Brightness (Optical brighteners present?)
§ Gloss level
§ Available sizes
§ Print longevity
§ Surface
§ Photo vs. Matte black



§ GSM - Grams per Square meters
§ Refers to the weight of the paper with coating, not 

to be confused with the mil or thickness of the 
paper.

• Paper weight and thickness should be considered 
when thinking about how the paper feels as well as 
how well it runs through a printer.



• A paper’s texture is determined by the papermaking 
process and the type of felt rollers that are used

§ Papers can range from smooth fine art (hot press) to 
textured fine art (cold press) and everything in between.

§ Paper texture can add or take away from the printed image 
and not all images work well with both types of paper.



§ Paper bases range from warm (yellow) to cool (blue), 
warmer papers contain less brighteners then cooler 
papers.

§ The color tone of a paper effects the final images white 
point because extreme highlights are areas without any 
ink, which show the paper base.

§ Optical brighteners
§ Absorb non-visible UV light, and reflect back visible blue light, 

making the paper appear whiter and brighter.
§ Optical brighteners are not permanent, they will fade over 

time.
§ Can also cause metamerism, which is a shift in colors under 

different light sources.



• Gloss levels can range from ultra glossy to low lusters
§ Effects the D - Max of a paper, which is a value that 

describes the darkest printable black.
§ High gloss levels can cause high unwanted glares or 

reflections on the print.
§ Gloss differential is an unwanted difference in gloss 

levels between various colors in a print.
§ RC papers tend to be glossier then fiber based gloss 

papers.



§Standard cut sheet sizes:
§ 8.5x11, 13x19, 11x17, 17x22, some 24x36

§Standard roll sizes:
§ 17”, 24”, 36”, 44”, 60”
§ Most papers come up to 44”, not all are available in 

60”, smaller roll sizes such as 16” and 10” exist as well



§ Cotton paper is more stable then alpha cellulose and RC 
papers are the least archival.

§ A printers ink also determines the print longevity, 
pigment ink are more archival then dye based inks.

§ Papers with less optical brighteners will be less prone to 
fade over time.

§ Prints should be displayed or stored properly to increase 
life and decrease fading.
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§ Glossy-paper that is highly reflective, colors can appear more saturated and 
bold. The smooth surface also helps prints look sharper. 

§ Photo Metallic- inkjet paper that is a close equivalent to the look of photo lab 
metallic such as the Kodak Endura™ and Fuji Pearl™ processes. The surface 
features a high gloss, pearlescent look that yields an elegant iridescence in 
your images.

§ Satin / Luster/ Pearl- are the most popular types of inkjet paper and represent 
the "universal" photo paper surface. The vast majority of lab prints world-wide 
are printed on this surface. Most photography looks good on satin because 
the slightly textured surface lowers reflectivity while maintaining good 
saturation and detail. This surface an excellent choice if your prints will be 
handled often. 

§ Matte-usually smooth and always features a non-reflective finish. It is a good 
choice for landscapes, black and white photographs, low contrast images, 
and more artistic work. A lack of reflections means that details are the 
primary focus of the print. This type of paper is available in many weights and 
double-sided versions, which makes matte paper attractive for book and 
portfolio production.



§ Cotton Fine Art- Matte surface- Inkjet fine art papers can have a smooth or 
textured surface. Popular reasons for choosing fine art paper include adding 
depth, warmth (most fine art paper is a warm white), or elegance from the 
weight and thickness. Cotton rag papers are made from cotton linters or 
recycled cotton rags. Cotton paper is typically superior in both strength and 
durability compared to wood-based papers. 

§ Cotton Fine Art- SemiGloss Surface- These papers are essentially the same as 
the above in terms of the base stock texture and composition. The difference 
is the top coating which has a slightly glossy sheen. The result is more 
saturated color and deeper blacks.

§ Fiber Base / Baryta Papers- These papers look and feel like "fiber prints" from 
traditional chemical darkrooms. They typically have a lightly textured surface 
and a semigloss to glossy appearance once printed. Most of these papers are 
whitened with an inert variant of barium sulfate, which makes them warmer 
white than other photo paper. The result is the whiteness of a baryta paper 
will remain the same over long periods. The back of the sheet is usually plain 
paper with a slightly rough texture. This surface is delicate and should be 
handled with care before and after being printed.



§ Professional inkjet printers use either (never both) photo 
black or matte black inks.

§ Use photo black ink for any papers that have any gloss, 
even lusters and semi-glossy.

§ Use matte black ink for any matte papers that have a dull 
surface, regardless if the surface is textured or smooth.


